Bugs in kernel extensions remain one of the main causes of poor operating system reliability despite proposed techniques that isolate extensions in separate protection domains to contain faults. We believe that previous fault isolation techniques are not widely used because they cannot isolate existing kernel extensions with low overhead on standard hardware. This is a hard problem because these extensions communicate with the kernel using a complex interface and they communicate frequently. We present BGI (Byte-Granularity Isolation), a new software fault isolation technique that addresses this problem. BGI uses efficient byte-granularity memory protection to isolate kernel extensions in separate protection domains that share the same address space. BGI ensures type safety for kernel objects and it can detect common types of errors inside domains. Our results show that BGI is practical: it can isolate Windows drivers without requiring changes to the source code and it introduces a CPU overhead between 0 and 16%. BGI can also find bugs during driver testing. We found 28 new bugs in widely used Windows drivers.
INTRODUCTION
Kernel extensions are used to customize commodity operating systems. A typical operating system runs tens of kernel extensions including device drivers, file systems, and even web servers. To achieve good performance, most of these extensions are fully trusted: they are written in unsafe languages and they share the address space of the operating system kernel. Empirical evidence shows that this trust is misplaced. Bugs in kernel extensions are one of the main causes of poor reliability in operating systems [7, 42] and they can often be exploited by attackers [16, 21, 25] .
Previous work proposed techniques that isolate kernel extensions in separate protection domains to contain faults (e.g., [11, 28, 35, 36, [41] [42] [43] 45] ) or that move extensions to user mode processes (e.g., [12, 13, 18, 19, 26] ). Unfortunately, the reliability of commodity operating systems has benefited little from this work. Both Linux and Windows support user mode device drivers [9, 30] but only some types of devices are supported and there is a significant performance penalty. Therefore, the vast majority of extensions still runs in the kernel address space without isolation. We believe that fault isolation techniques are not widely used because they cannot isolate existing kernel extensions with low overhead on standard hardware. This is a hard problem because extensions communicate with the kernel using a complex interface and they communicate frequently.
We present BGI (Byte-Granularity Isolation), a new software fault isolation technique that addresses this problem. BGI uses efficient byte-granularity memory protection to isolate kernel extensions. It can isolate existing Windows drivers with low overhead and no modifications to the source code. BGI can also be used to isolate extensions to other software systems, for example, Internet browser plug-ins and extensions to Microsoft Office. This paper focuses on isolating kernel extensions because we believe this is the most compelling application for the technology.
BGI is implemented as a compiler plug-in that generates instrumented code for kernel extensions, and an interposition library that mediates communication between the extensions and the kernel. BGI runs extensions in separate protection domains that share the same address space. It associates an access control list (ACL) with each byte of virtual memory that lists the domains that can access the byte and how they can access it. Access rights are granted and revoked by code inserted by our compiler and by the interposition library according to the semantics of the operation being invoked. Protection is enforced by inline checks inserted by our compiler and by checks performed by the interposition library.
Previous work on fine-grained memory protection [45] relies on special hardware to achieve good performance. BGI achieves good performance with a software implementation by using a combination of compile time changes to the layout of data, careful design of the data structures that store ACLs, static analysis, and judicious tradeoffs between performance and isolation. Like other systems [11, 42, 43] , BGI does not check ACLs before reads, and checks before other types of access are not performed atomically with the access [11] . This enables efficient but still effective isolation of extensions that communicate frequently with the kernel. Additionally, BGI can detect common types of errors inside domains, for example, corruption of return addresses and exception handler pointers, and sequential buffer overflows and underflows.
Access rights in BGI include not only read and write but also icall and type rights. BGI grants an icall right on the first byte of functions that can be called indirectly or passed in kernel calls that expect function pointers. This is used to enforce a form of control flow integrity [1, 24] that prevents extensions from bypassing our checks and ensures that control flow transfers across domains target only allowed entry points. Cross domain control transfers are implemented as simple function calls without stack switches, extra copies, or page table changes.
Type rights are used to enforce dynamic type safety for kernel objects. There is a different type right for each type of kernel object, for example, mutex and device. When an extension receives an object from the kernel, the interposition library grants the appropriate type right on the first byte of the object, grants write access to fields that can be written directly by the extension, and revokes write access to the rest of the object. Access rights change as the extension interacts with the kernel, for example, rights are revoked when the object is deleted. The interposition library also checks if extensions pass objects of the expected type in cross domain calls. This ensures type safety: extensions can only create, delete, and manipulate kernel objects using the appropriate interface functions. Type safety prevents many incorrect uses of the kernel interface.
We implemented a BGI prototype that can isolate existing Windows Vista drivers in x86 computers. We chose Windows because it is widely used, there are many millions of lines in drivers that use the Windows driver interfaces, and these interfaces are complex. We believe that previous fault isolation systems would be unable to provide strong isolation guarantees for Windows drivers or would incur an unacceptable performance overhead.
We used BGI to isolate 16 Windows drivers including the FAT file system and the driver for a 10Gb/s network card. Our experimental results show that BGI can isolate faults injected in these drivers effectively and that BGI's CPU overhead is between 0 and 16% with an average of only 6.4%. We believe this overhead is low enough for BGI to be used in practice to improve reliability, security, and availability of Windows drivers. BGI can prevent errors in isolated drivers from corrupting state elsewhere in the operating system, it can prevent attackers from exploiting these errors, and it can recover drivers with errors.
BGI is also a good bug finding tool. We ran existing tests on drivers isolated with BGI and found 28 new bugs due to incorrect use of kernel interfaces. Since BGI has low overhead, it can be used not only during pre-release testing but also during production to collect better debugging information for error reporting tools (e.g. [15] ). Figure 1 : Example extension code: processing a read request in an encrypted file system driver. Figure 1 highlights some of the difficulties in isolating kernel extensions. It shows how a simplified encrypted file system driver might process a read request in the Windows Driver Model (WDM) [31] . We will use this example to illustrate how BGI works. We omit error handling for clarity.
OVERVIEW
The driver registers the function ProcessRead with the kernel when it is loaded. When an application reads data from a file, the kernel creates an I/O Request Packet (IRP) to describe the operation and calls ProcessRead to process it. ProcessRead sends the request to a disk driver to read the data from disk and then decrypts the data (by XORing the data with key). SetParametersForDisk and DiskReadDone are driver functions that are not shown in the figure.
ProcessRead starts by initializing an event synchronization object e on the stack. Then it modifies the IRP to tell the disk driver what to do. Windows drivers are stacked and IRPs contain a stack location for each driver in the driver stack. This IRP stack location has parameters for the operation that the driver should perform and a completion routine that works like a return address. ProcessRead sets the parameters for the disk in the next IRP stack location and it sets DiskReadDone as the completion routine (with argument &e). Then it passes the IRP to the disk driver and waits on e. When the disk read completes, the kernel calls the DiskReadDone function, which signals event e. This unblocks ProcessRead allowing it to decrypt the data read from disk. When it finishes, the driver calls IoCompleteRequest to complete the request and tell the kernel the data is ready.
The example shows some of the complexity of the WDM interface and it shows that drivers interact with the kernel frequently. A practical fault isolation mechanism for WDM drivers could have a significant impact on the reliability of Windows because the vast majority of Windows extensions use the WDM interface. Some previous fault isolation techniques target existing extensions and commodity operating systems [11, 28, [41] [42] [43] 46 ] but we believe they are unable to provide strong isolation guarantees for WDM drivers with acceptable overhead.
SafeDrive [46] implements a bounds checking mechanism for C that requires programmers to annotate extension source code. The overhead of SafeDrive is low but it provides weak isolation guarantees. SafeDrive does not prevent temporal errors, for example, if DiskReadDone erroneously completes the IRP, SafeDrive does not prevent the decryption code from writing to a deleted buffer. SafeDrive prevents outof-bounds reads and BGI does not but this can be a problem because SafeDrive does not distinguish between read and write accesses. For example, SafeDrive would allow the driver to write to fields in the IRP that can be read but not modified by extensions.
The other isolation techniques also fail to provide strong isolation guarantees for WDM drivers. They allocate a range of addresses to an extension and allow writes to addresses in this range. Since the stacks and heaps used by the extension lie within this range, these isolation techniques do not prevent writes to kernel objects stored in extension stacks or heaps. They also fail to ensure that these objects are initialized before they are used. For example, they do not prevent writes to event e in the example above. This is a problem because the event object includes a linked list header that is used internally by the kernel. The driver can cause the kernel to write to arbitrary addresses if it overwrites the event or fails to initialize it.
These techniques also perform poorly when extensions interact with the kernel frequently because they copy objects passed by reference in cross domain calls. For example, they would copy the buffer to allow ProcessRead to write to the buffer during decryption. Nooks [41, 42] incurs additional overhead when switching domains because it uses hardware page protection for isolation. XFI [11] can avoid these copies at the expense of slow write checks. XFI checks if writes target an address within the range allocated to the extension and, if this fails, checks if the target address is within an address range in a list of exceptions. This performs poorly with WDM drivers because the list of exceptions is long.
Byte-granularity memory protection provides BGI with adequate spatial and temporal resolution to avoid these problems. BGI can grant access to precisely the bytes that a domain should access and it can check accesses to these bytes efficiently regardless of where they are in memory. It can also control precisely when the domain is allowed to access these bytes because it can grant and revoke access efficiently. Therefore, BGI can provide strong isolation guarantees for WDM drivers with low overhead and no changes to the source code. For example, it can contain all the errors discussed above within the domain of the extension.
We designed our data structures carefully to allow a compact representation for ACLs. In the common case, we store information about ACLs in an array that has one byte of information for each 8 bytes of memory, which adds a space overhead of approximately 12.5%. This array can be ac- cessed efficiently to check and modify ACLs: we check ACLs for a byte range by comparing consecutive entries in the array with small integer values, and we modify ACLs by setting consecutive entries in the array. There is a slow path that covers the general case but our compiler changes the layout of data to ensure this slow path is rarely taken.
BGI is not designed to isolate malicious code. Attackers can control the input to a driver but we assume that they do not write the driver code. BGI is designed to contain faults due to errors in the driver and to contain attacks that exploit these errors. We trust driver writers to use our compiler. The compiler could be distributed with the Windows Driver Kit [31] , which already includes a compiler that is used by most driver writers.
Nooks and SafeDrive assume a similar attacker model but SFI [43] and XFI were designed to isolate malicious extensions. XFI uses a static verifier [32] to verify that untrusted code has appropriate checks before it is allowed to execute. The BGI compiler generates code that satisfies properties similar to those enforced by XFI's verifier and BGI performs a superset of XFI's runtime checks. So in principle, we would be able to isolate malicious code if we implemented a verifier similar to XFI's. In practice, there are a several issues that make it hard. First, a malicious driver can subvert SFI and XFI by calling host functions in the wrong order or with the wrong arguments. BGI's dynamic type checks can prevent these attacks but it is hard to prove that they are sufficient given the complexity of the interfaces. Second, the inline access checks in XFI and BGI are not atomic with the access to improve performance: thread t can check if an access is allowed, access can be revoked by thread t ′ , and then t may perform an access that is no longer allowed. This small window of vulnerability is hard to exploit if the attacker does not control the driver code but it is easily exploitable by malicious code. Third, SFI, XFI, and BGI improve performance by not checking reads, which is not acceptable when isolating malicious code that can read secrets from memory. Fourth, none of these systems prevents malicious code from programming device hardware to write to arbitrary memory locations. To isolate malicious code, they would have to be extended to use emerging IO MMU technology. It would be possible to address all these issues at the expense of decreased performance but this would hinder adoption.
To isolate a Windows driver using BGI, a user compiles the driver with the BGI compiler and links the driver with the BGI interposition library as shown in Figure 2 . This driver runs on Windows Vista (with the patch that we describe in Section 6.2). BGI-isolated drivers can run alongside trusted extensions on the same system, as shown in Figure 3 . The instrumentation inserted by the compiler and the interposition library enforce isolation as described next. Figure 4 : Example partition into domains.
PROTECTION MODEL
BGI runs code in separate protection domains to contain faults. There is one trusted domain where the kernel and trusted extensions run and one or more untrusted domains. Each untrusted domain can run one or more untrusted extensions. We say that a thread is running in a domain when it executes code that runs in that domain. BGI does not constrain memory accesses performed by threads running in the trusted domain.
Virtual memory includes both system space and user space. System space is shared by all processes and each process has a private user space. All BGI domains share system space and the process user spaces but BGI associates an access control list (ACL) with each byte of virtual memory to control memory accesses. An ACL lists the domains that can access the byte and the access rights they have to the byte. Some extensions can access user space directly in the context of the user process that initiates the I/O operation. Extensions do not access physical addresses directly.
The access rights in BGI are read, write, and several icall, type and ownership rights. All access rights allow read access and, initially, all domains have the read right to every byte in virtual memory. BGI does not constrain read accesses because checking reads in software is expensive and the other checks prevent errors due to incorrect reads from propagating outside the domain. We already mentioned icall, and type rights. ownership rights are used to keep track of the domain that should free an allocated object and which deallocation function to use. In the current implementation, a domain cannot have more than one of these rights to the same byte of virtual memory.
The interposition library and the code inserted by the compiler use two primitives to manipulate ACLs: SetRight, which grants and revokes access rights, and CheckRight, which checks access rights before memory accesses. as the start of an object of type r. SetType(p,s,r) is semantically equivalent to SetRight(p,1,r); SetRight(p+1,s-1,read), and CheckType(p,r) is equivalent to CheckRight(p,1,r) but we have specific optimizations for these variants. Figure 4 shows an example partition of seven kernel drivers into domains. Driver 1 runs in the trusted domain with the kernel code because it is trusted. The other drivers are partitioned into three untrusted domains. There is a single driver in domain d2 but the other untrusted domains run more than one driver. Frequently, the functionality needed to drive a device is implemented by multiple driver binaries that communicate directly through custom interfaces. These drivers should be placed in the same domain. Figure 5 shows example ACLs for the domains in Figure 4 . The greyed boxes correspond to the default ACL that only allows domains to read the byte. The other ACLs grant some of the domains more rights on accesses to the corresponding byte, for example, one of them grants domains d1 and d2 the right to use a shared lock.
INTERPOSITION LIBRARY
An untrusted extension is linked with the BGI interposition library that mediates all communication between the extension and the kernel. The library contains two types of wrappers: kernel wrappers wrap kernel functions that are called by the extension and extension wrappers wrap extension functions that are called by the kernel. Wrappers use the memory protection primitives to grant, revoke, and check access rights according to the semantics of the functions they wrap. Since these primitives target the domain of the thread that calls them, we say that the wrappers run in the extension's domain even though they are trusted.
Wrappers: BGI wrappers serve a similar purpose to Nooks wrappers [42] but they transfer control across domains using a simple function call without changing page tables, stacks, or copying arguments. Additionally, byte-granularity memory protection allows extensive checking with low overhead.
A kernel wrapper does not trust the caller but trusts the callee. It checks rights to the arguments supplied by the extension, it may revoke rights to some of those arguments, it calls the wrapped kernel function, and it may grant rights to some objects returned by the function. The sequence of steps executed by an extension wrapper is different because the caller is trusted but the callee is not. An extension wrapper may grant rights to some arguments, it calls the wrapped extension function, it may revoke rights to some arguments, and it checks values returned by the extension. There are different types of argument and result checks for the different types of rights: write, ownership, icall, and type.
Write and ownership checks prevent extension errors from making threads in other domains write to arbitrary locations. A kernel wrapper calls CheckRight(p,s,write) for each memory range argument, [p, p+s), that may be written to by the function being wrapped. An extension wrapper performs similar checks on memory ranges returned by the extension that may be written to by the caller.
Write access is granted and revoked by the interposition library and code inserted by the compiler. The wrapper for the extension initialization function grants write access to global variables. Write access to local variables is granted and revoked by code inserted by the compiler.
Most fault isolation systems require a separate heap per domain but fine-grained memory protection allows all domains to share the same heap. The kernel wrappers for heap allocation functions grant write access to allocated memory and the wrappers for deallocation functions revoke it. The wrappers for allocation functions also grant ownership rights on a guard before or after the allocated memory (depending on whether the allocation is smaller or larger than a page). Guards are 8-byte memory areas that are not writable by extensions. ownership rights are used to identify the allocation function and the domain that allocated the memory. The wrappers for deallocation functions check that the calling domain has the appropriate ownership right and that it has write access to the region being freed. If these checks fail, they signal an error. Otherwise, they revoke the ownership right and write access to the memory being freed. This ensures that only the domain that owns an object can free the object, that it must use the correct deallocation function, and that an object can be freed at most once.
Call checks prevent extension errors from making threads in other domains execute arbitrary code. Some kernel functions take function pointer arguments. Since the kernel may call the functions they point to, the interposition library checks if the extension has the appropriate icall right to these functions. Kernel wrappers call CheckType(p,icallN) on each function pointer argument p before calling the kernel function they wrap, where N is the number of stack bytes used by the arguments to an indirect call through p. The stdcall calling convention used in Windows drivers requires the callee to remove its arguments from the stack before returning. Therefore, the icall rights encode N to prevent stack corruption when functions with the wrong type are called indirectly. Extension wrappers check function pointers returned by extension functions.
The icall rights are also granted and revoked by the interposition library with help from the compiler. The compiler collects the addresses of all functions whose address is taken by the extension code and the number of bytes consumed by their arguments on the stack. This information is stored in a section in the extension binary. The wrapper for the driver initialization function calls SetType(p,1,icallN) for every function address p and byte count N in this section. When kernel functions return function pointers, their wrappers replace these pointers by pointers to the corresponding kernel wrappers and grant the appropriate icall rights. Since BGI does not grant icall rights in any other case, crossdomain calls into the domain can only target valid entry points: functions whose address was taken in the code of an extension running in the domain and kernel wrappers whose pointers were returned by the interposition library.
Type checks are used to enforce a form of dynamic type safety for kernel objects. There is a different type right for each type of kernel object. When a kernel function allocates or initializes a kernel object with address p, size s, and type t, its wrapper calls SetType(p,s,t) and grants write access to any fields that can be written directly by the extension. The wrappers for kernel functions that receive kernel objects as arguments check if the extension has the appropriate type right to those arguments, and wrappers for kernel functions that deallocate or uninitialize objects revoke the type right to the objects. Since many kernel objects can be stored in heap or stack memory allocated by the extension, BGI also checks if this memory holds active kernel objects when it is freed. Together these checks ensure that extensions can only create, delete, and manipulate kernel objects using the appropriate kernel functions. Furthermore, extensions in an untrusted domain can only use objects that were received from the kernel by a thread running in the domain.
The checks performed by BGI go beyond traditional type checking because the type, i.e., the set of operations that are allowed on an object, changes as the extension interacts with the kernel. BGI implements a form of dynamic typestate [38] analysis. For example in Figure 1 , the extension wrapper for ProcessRead grants irp right to the first byte of the IRP. This allows calls to IoSetCompletionRoutine and IoCallDriver that check if they receive a valid IRP. But the irp right is revoked by the wrapper for IoCallDriver to prevent modifications to the IRP while it is used by the disk driver. The extension wrapper for DiskReadDone grants the irp right back after the disk driver is done. Then the right is revoked by the wrapper for IoCompleteRequest because the IRP is deleted after completion. These checks enforce interface usage rules that are documented but were not enforced.
Another example are the checks in the wrappers for kernel functions that manage splay trees. Objects that can be inserted in splay trees contain a field of type RTL_SPLAY_LINKS. The wrapper for the insertion function takes a pointer p to one of these fields, calls CheckRight(p,sizeof(*p),write) followed by SetType(p,sizeof(*p),splay) and inserts the object in the tree. The wrapper for the remove function calls CheckType(p,splay), removes the object from the tree, and calls SetRight(p,sizeof(*p),write). This prevents many incorrect uses of the interface, e.g., an object cannot be removed from a tree before being inserted, it cannot be inserted a second time without first being removed, and the extension cannot corrupt the tree pointers while the object is inserted in the tree. Wrappers for list functions are similar.
In addition to using access rights to encode object state, some kernel wrappers use information in the fields of objects to decide whether a function can be called without corrupting kernel state. This is safe because BGI prevents the extension from modifying these fields. Figure 6 : Kernel wrappers for KeInitializeDpc and KeInsertQueueDpc. Figure 6 shows two example kernel wrappers. The first one wraps the KeInitializeDpc function that initializes a data structure called a deferred procedure call (DPC). The arguments are a pointer to a memory location supplied by the extension that is used to store the DPC, a pointer to an extension function that will be later called by the kernel, and a pointer argument to that function. The wrapper starts by calling CheckRight(d, sizeof(KDPC), write) to check if the extension has write access to the memory region where the kernel is going to store the DPC. Then it checks if the extension has the appropriate icall right to the function pointer argument. CheckFuncType is a macro that converts the function pointer type into an appropriate icall right and calls CheckType. In this case, it calls CheckType(routine, icall16). If these checks succeed, the DPC is initialized and the wrapper grants the extension dpc right to the byte pointed to by d and revokes write access to the DPC object. It is important to prevent the extension from writing directly to the object because it contains a function pointer and linked list pointers. If the extension corrupted the DPC object, it could make the kernel execute arbitrary code or write to an arbitrary location. KeInsertQueueDpc is one of the kernel functions that manipulate DPC objects. Its wrapper performs a type check to ensure that the first argument points to a valid DPC. These type checks prevent several incorrect uses of the interface, for example, they prevent a DPC object from being initialized more than once or being used before it is initialized.
In Figure 6 , the wrapper for KeInitializeDpc passes the function pointer routine to the kernel. In some cases, the wrapper replaces the function pointer supplied by the extension by a pointer to an appropriate extension wrapper. This is not necessary in the example because routine returns no values and it is invoked with arguments that the extension already has the appropriate rights to (d, a, a1, and a2).
We have implemented 262 kernel wrappers and 88 extension wrappers. These cover the most common WDM, WDF, and NDIS interface functions [31] and include all interface functions used by the drivers in our experiments. Most of the wrappers are as simple as the ones in our example and could be generated automatically from source annotations similar to those proposed in [17, 46] . There are 16700 lines of code in the interposition library. Although writing wrappers represents a significant amount of work, it only needs to be done once for each interface function by the OS vendor. Driver writers do not need to write wrappers or change their source code.
COMPILER
Windows kernel extensions are written in C or C++. The BGI compiler instruments untrusted extensions to redirect kernel function calls to the interposition library, to grant and revoke access rights to stack locations, and to check access rights before writes and indirect calls. We used the Phoenix framework [29] to implement the BGI compiler. We also implemented a binary rewriter based on Vulcan [37] that performs similar transformations on binaries with symbols. The rewriter allows driver writers to use compilers other than ours but we do not discuss it further because it currently produces somewhat slower code.
To ensure that all communication between untrusted extensions and the kernel is mediated by the interposition library, the compiler rewrites all calls to kernel functions to call the corresponding wrappers in the interposition library. The compiler also modifies extension code that takes the address of a kernel function to take the address of the corresponding kernel wrapper in the interposition library. This ensures that indirect calls to kernel functions are also redirected to the interposition library.
The compiler inserts calls to SetRight in function prologues to grant the domain write access to local variables on function entry. In the example in Figure 1 , it inserts SetRight(&e,sizeof(e),write) in the prologue of the function ProcessRead. To revoke access to local variables on function exit, the compiler modifies function epilogues to first verify that local variables do not store active kernel objects and then call SetRight to revoke access.
The compiler inserts a check before each write in the extension code to check if the domain has write access to the target memory locations. It inserts CheckRight(p,s,write) before a write of s bytes to address p. The compiler also inserts checks before indirect calls in the extension code. It inserts CheckType(p,icallN) before an indirect call through pointer p that uses N bytes for arguments in the stack.
To prevent untrusted extensions from executing privileged instructions or bypassing our checks because of programmer mistakes, the compiler does not allow inline assembly or calls to BGI's memory protection primitives. Use of inline assembly in Windows drivers is already discouraged [31] .
Together the checks inserted by the compiler and performed by the interposition library are sufficient to ensure control flow integrity: untrusted extensions cannot bypass the checks inserted by the compiler, direct calls target functions in the extension or wrappers of kernel functions that are named explicitly in the extension code, indirect calls target functions whose address was taken in the extension code or whose address was returned by the interposition library, returns transfer control back to the caller, and exceptions transfer control to the appropriate handler. BGI does not need additional checks on returns or exception handling because write checks prevent corruption of return addresses and exception handler pointers. Since we control the compiler, we can ensure that there are no other types of indirect control flow transfer, e.g., jump tables for switch statements.
We also prevent many attacks internal to a domain. Control flow integrity prevents the most common attacks that exploit errors in extension code because these attacks require control flow to be transferred to injected code or to chosen locations in code that is already loaded. BGI also prevents sequential buffer overflows and underflows that can be used to mount attacks that do not violate control flow integrity.
These are prevented by the write checks because heap memory has guards and the compiler modifies the layout of global and local variables such that there is a guard between consecutive variables (as in [2] ). The checks performed by heap allocation functions also prevent attackers from exploiting errors that corrupt heap metadata (e.g., double frees).
BYTE-GRANULARITY PROTECTION
We have shown how byte-granularity memory protection enables BGI to provide strong isolation guarantees for existing Windows kernel extensions. But this protection mechanism must have low overhead for BGI to be practical. This section describes our efficient software implementation of byte-granularity memory protection.
Drights
To store ACLs compactly, BGI uses a small integer, a dright, to encode a pair with a domain and an access right. When a domain is created to contain a set of extensions, we count the number of distinct access rights used by the extensions and we allocate the same number of distinct drights to the domain. These drights are unique across domains except for the one corresponding to the read access right, which is zero for all domains. When a domain is destroyed, its drights can be reclaimed for use by other domains.
We use two optimizations to reduce the number of bits needed to encode drights. The first one reduces the number of distinct access rights used in extensions by exploiting a form of subtyping polymorphism in the kernel. Several types of kernel object have the same super type: they have a common header with an integer field that indicates the subtype. For example, there are 17 subtypes of dispatcher object in the WDM interface, which include events, mutexes, DPCs, and threads. We take advantage of this by using a single type right for the super type and checking the field that indicates the subtype when necessary. This is safe because we prevent write access to this field. This optimization is very effective because this pattern is common.
The other optimization reduces the number of distinct icall rights. We use a single icall right per domain and store the number of bytes used by function arguments in an integer just before the function code. The write checks prevent untrusted extensions from modifying this integer. The indirect call checks start by checking if the domain has icall right to the first byte in the target function and then check the number of bytes stored before the function.
Currently, our x86 implementation uses 1-byte drights and we used 47 distinct access rights across our 16 test drivers. Many of these rights are used only by a particular type of driver (e.g., a file system or a network driver) or by drivers that use a particular version of the interface (e.g, WDF [31] ). If every untrusted domain used all these rights, we would be able to support five separate untrusted domains but this is unlikely. In practice, we expect to support up to 15 or more independent untrusted domains in addition to the trusted domain. We believe this is sufficient for most scenarios because we expect many drivers developed by the operating system vendor to run in the trusted domain and we expect each untrusted domain to run several related drivers. . These data structures are optimized for the case when there is a single dright associated with an 8-byte memory slot, i.e., when only one domain has an access right different from read to bytes in the slot and that domain has the same access right to all the bytes in the slot. These tables store a special dright value conflict in the entries for slots that do not satisfy these conditions. This value indicates that the drights for the bytes in the slot are stored in a conflict table. A conflict table is a splay tree that maps the address of a slot to a list of arrays with 8 drights. Each array in the list corresponds to a different domain and each dright in an array corresponds to a byte in the slot. The kernel conflict table is used for slots in kernel space and a process' user conflict table is used for slots in the process' user space. Figure 7 shows the location of the user and kernel tables in the address space of an x86 Windows operating system. The conflict tables are allocated in kernel space and we modified process objects to include a pointer to their user conflict table. We also modified the kernel to reserve virtual address space for the kernel table at address 0xe0000000 when the system boots, and to reserve virtual address space in every process at address 0x10000000 when the process is created. Therefore, we have a single kernel table and a user table per process that is selected automatically by the virtual memory hardware. The kernel allocates physical pages to the tables on demand when they are first accessed and zeroes them to set access rights to read for all domains. This prevents incorrect accesses by default, for example, it protects the tables themselves from being overwritten. Since some extension code cannot take page faults, we also modified the kernel to preallocate physical pages to back kernel table entries that correspond to pinned virtual memory pages.
Tables
The same strategy could be used to implement BGI on the x64 architecture. Even though it is necessary to reserve a large amount of virtual memory for the tables in a 64-bit architecture, only top level page table entries need to be allocated to do this. Additional page meta-data and physical pages only need to be allocated to the tables on demand. Figure 8 shows an example of how the tables are used to record ACLs. There are two untrusted domains in this example d1 and d2. As shown in the diagram for system memory, d1 has write access to the 10 bytes shaded light grey and d2 has write access to the 4 bytes shaded dark grey. The figure also shows how these bytes are partitioned into slots and the corresponding entries in the kernel table.
The first entry in the kernel table has dright zero because all the bytes in the corresponding slot have the default ACL <d1, read>,<d2, read>. The second entry has dright 12, which encodes <d1, write>, because all the bytes in the corresponding slot are writable by d1 and no other untrusted domain has rights other than read to these bytes. The third entry has dright 255, which encodes a conflict, because both d1 and d2 have write access to some bytes in the slot. Since there is a conflict, there is an entry in the kernel conflict table keyed by a pointer to the third entry. The conflict table entry points to a list of arrays. The first array describes the access rights of d1 and the second the access rights of d2. The first two entries in the first array have dright 12 because d1 can write to the first two bytes in the slot, and the last four entries in the second array have dright 41 because d2 can write to the last four bytes in the slot and 41 encodes <d2, write> in this example. The other entries in the two arrays have dright zero because the corresponding bytes can only be read by the two domains.
Avoiding accesses to conflict tables
To achieve good performance both in space and in time, it is important to avoid accesses to the conflict tables. BGI uses several optimizations to ensure that most slots have a single associated dright.
First, BGI does not restrict read accesses. Therefore, supporting the common cases of read-read and read-write sharing across domains does not require accesses to conflict tables. We also observed that it is rare for two extensions to have non-read access rights to the same byte at the same time. In fact, we do not allow an untrusted domain to have a non-read right to a byte of memory that is writable by another untrusted domain. Similarly, different domains never have icall rights to the same function because they are only granted icall rights to functions in extensions they contain or to wrappers in the copies of the interposition library linked with those extensions. But it is possible for different extensions to have type rights to the same kernel object.
BGI also ensures that, for most slots, a domain has the same access right to all the bytes in the slot. The choice of an 8-byte slot is not a coincidence. We chose 8-byte slots because the dynamic memory allocators in x86 Windows allocate 8-byte aligned memory in multiples of 8 bytes. The BGI compiler also changes the layout of local and global variables in the extension code: it aligns them on 4 byte boundaries and inserts pads around them. This allows BGI to grant write access to all the slots that overlap a variable location while maintaining guard slots before and after the variable. These guard slots are not writable and prevent sequential overflows and underflows as discussed previously. We borrowed this technique from WIT [2] .
A naive implementation of SetType and CheckType would always access the kernel conflict table because they set and check access rights to the first byte of an object. BGI takes advantage of the fact that most objects are 8-byte aligned to implement these primitives efficiently. A final optimization avoids accesses to the conflict table while allowing a domain to have different access rights to the bytes in a slot in two common cases: when a domain has right write to the first half of the bytes in the slot and read to the second half of the bytes, and when a domain has right read to the first half of the bytes in the slot and write to the second half of the bytes. BGI uses two additional drights per domain to encode these cases. This is important to avoid accesses to conflict tables when a domain is granted write access to individual fields in a kernel object whose layout cannot be modified.
Our experiments show that these optimizations are very effective. Since most ACLs can be represented without using the conflict tables, ACLs can be modified and checked efficiently as we describe next and BGI introduces a space overhead of approximately 12.5%. It is interesting to point out that the space overhead could be reduced significantly on the x64 architecture because it imposes stricter alignment requirements than the x86. Since in x64 Windows dynamic memory allocators allocate 16-byte aligned memory in multiples of 16 bytes, pointers are 8-byte aligned, and stack variables are 8-byte aligned, we could use 16-byte memory slots without significantly increasing the use of the conflict tables. This should nearly halve the space overhead.
Table accesses
The optimizations described above enable efficient implementations of SetRight and CheckRight. In the common case, SetRight sets the access rights to all the bytes in a sequence of slots to write or read. Figure 9 shows an efficient code sequence that implements SetRight(p,32,write) in this case. In the examples in this section, the dright for the write right and the domain that runs the sample code sequences is 0x02. The dright values are immediates in the code. When the extension is added to a domain, these values must be changed to match the drights allocated to the domain. This is similar to a relocation and requires the compiler to record the locations of these constants in the code.
Initially, pointer p is in register ebx and it can point either to kernel or to user space. The first instruction moves p into register eax. Then, the sar and btc instructions compute the address of the entry for the slot pointed to by p in either the kernel or the user table. They store this address in eax. This code sequence is interesting because it computes the address of the entry in the right table without checking if p points to kernel or user space and without using the base addresses of the tables. We refer to Figure 7 to explain how this works. Addresses in user space have the most significant bit set to 0 and addresses in kernel space have the most significant bit set to 1. The sar instruction shifts eax right by 3 bits and makes the 3 most significant bits equal to the most significant bit originally in eax. After executing sar, the four most significant bits in eax will be 1111 for a kernel address and 0000 for a user address. The btc instruction complements the least significant of these 4 bits. So the most significant 4 bits in the result are 0xe when p is a kernel address and 0x1 when it is a user address. The remaining bits in eax are the index of the table entry for the slot pointed to by p. The final mov instruction sets four entries in the table to 0x02, which grants the domain write access to [p, p + 32).
We could use this code sequence on the x64 architecture by replacing 32-bit by 64-bit registers (because pointers are 64 bits long), shifting by 4 instead of 3 (because we would use 16-byte slots), and complementing a different bit (because the table bases would be at different addresses).
The BGI compiler inserts a code sequence similar to the one in Figure 9 in the prologues of instrumented functions to grant write access to local variables. The code sequence to revoke write access to local variables on function exit is more complicated because it must check if a local variable stores an active kernel object. We show an example in Figure 10 . The code stores the address of the guard before the first local variable in eax (after saving eax) and the sar and btc instructions compute the address of the kernel table entry for the guard. The add instruction updates eax to point to the The BGI compiler also inserts checks before writes and indirect calls. Figure 11 shows an efficient code sequence that implements CheckRight(p,1,write). Initially, p is in ebx. The code computes the address of the table entry for the slot pointed to by p in the same way as SetRight. Then, the cmp instruction checks if the entry has dright 0x02. If the check fails, the code calls one of the _BGI_slowCheck functions. These functions receive a pointer to the memory range being checked and their name encodes the size of the range. In this case, the code calls _BGI_slowCheck1, which checks if the table entry contains a dright that encodes write access to the half slot being accessed and, if this fails, checks the dright for the appropriate byte in the conflict table. The indirect call check is similar but it also checks the number of stack bytes stored before the function and it does not have a slow path because functions are always 16-byte aligned.
The BGI compiler uses simple static analysis to eliminate SetRight and CheckRight sequences. It does not add SetRight for local variables that are not arrays or structs and whose address is not taken. It also eliminates CheckRight before the writes to these variables.
The interposition library implements SetRight(p,s,r) similarly to the compiler but uses memset to set drights when s is not known statically or is large. Additionally, it must deal with the case where p or p+s are not 8-byte aligned. In this case, the interposition library sets drights as before for slots that are completely covered by the byte range but calls a function to deal with the remaining slots. This function sets the corresponding table entries to the drights that encode write access to half a slot when possible. Otherwise, it records drights for individual bytes in the appropriate conflict table. The interposition library implements CheckRight as in Figure 11 but it iterates the check for larger memory ranges. To improve performance, we implemented a function that compares four drights at a time when checking write access to large memory ranges.
Synchronization of table accesses
BGI avoids synchronization on table accesses as much as possible to achieve good performance. We use enough synchronization to ensure that there are no false positives (i.e., that we only signal an error when there is one) but we may fail to isolate errors in some uncommon schedules when there are races. We believe it is hard for attackers to exploit these races to escape containment given that we assume they do not write the extension code.
We use no synchronization when granting or revoking write access to all the bytes in a slot, which is the common case. Synchronization is not necessary because: (1) it is an error for an untrusted domain to have non-read rights to a byte of memory that is writable by another untrusted domain and (2) there is a race in the code when threads running in the same domain attempt to set conflicting drights on the same byte. But we need synchronization when granting and revoking type rights and when granting and revoking write access to half a slot. We use atomic compare-and-swap on kernel or user table entries to prevent false positives in this case. Similarly, we need synchronization when granting or revoking rights involves an access to a conflict table. We use an atomic swap to record the conflict in the appropriate kernel or user table entry and we have a spin lock per conflict table. Since these tables are rarely used, contention for the lock is not a problem.
There is no synchronization in the fast path when checking rights. To prevent false positives, the slow path retries the check after a memory barrier and uses spin locks to synchronize accesses to the conflict tables when needed. The right checks are not atomic with the access they check. This can never lead to false positives because there is a race in the code when the right is revoked between the check and the access, but we may fail to prevent the access in some schedules if there is such a race.
RECOVERY
We prototyped a simple recovery mechanism for misbehaving domains [42, 46] . When an extension in a domain fails, BGI can unload the extensions in the domain, release all resources they hold, and then reload and restart them.
BGI uses Structured Exception Handling (SEH) to implement recovery: extension wrappers call the extension function within a try clause, BGI raises an exception when it detects a failure, and the except clause handles the exception by starting recovery (if not started already). If the domain is already recovering, the except clause simply returns an appropriate error code. Recovery support requires wrapping of additional extension functions to ensure there is an exception handler in the stack whenever extension code runs, e.g., functions in deferred procedure calls must be wrapped.
We avoid running extension code during recovery because domain state may already be corrupt [42, 46] . Extension wrappers return an appropriate error code when recovery is in progress without calling the extension function. Kernel wrappers check if the domain is recovering after the kernel function returns and they raise an exception if it is. This exception is handled by the except clause in an extension wrapper, which returns an appropriate error code.
BGI uses the Plug and Play (PnP) manager in the Windows kernel to unload and restart misbehaving domains. This simplifies recovery because the PnP manager deals with many of the synchronization issues necessary to unload a driver safely, but our current prototype only supports recovery of PnP drivers. When BGI starts recovery, it invokes the PnP manager to send a sequence of requests (IRPs) to the recovering extensions: the first IRP asks an extension if a device it manages can be removed and the second informs the extension that the device is being removed. The extension wrappers for the functions that handle these IRPs perform driver-independent processing to advance the PnP state machine until the extension is unloaded. The extension wrapper that handles the second IRP also invokes a small device-specific function to reset the device hardware. We expect device vendors to provide these functions.
When there are no more references to the devices managed by an extension, the PnP manager invokes the extension's unload function. The extension wrapper for the last unload function called by the PnP manager releases resources held by the extensions in the domain being recovered. Since the drights in BGI's tables record all the information necessary to release these resources, there is no need for a separate object tracker (which can introduce a significant overhead [42] ). The wrapper walks the BGI tables to find drights belonging to the domain. It frees heap memory and calls the appropriate functions to release different types of kernel objects, for example, it completes IRPs owned by the domain. Our prototype is not complete yet: there are some types of kernel objects that are not released by the wrapper. After the wrapper returns, the PnP manager reloads and restarts the extensions in the domain.
EVALUATION
We ran fault-injection experiments to evaluate BGI's ability to isolate extensions and we measured the overhead introduced by BGI. The results show that BGI provides strong isolation guarantees with low overhead. We also found new bugs by running existing driver tests with BGI. This section describes these experiments.
We used the kernel extensions listed in Table 1 to evaluate BGI. classpnp implements common functionality required by storage class drivers like disk. The last five drivers sit at the bottom of the USB driver stack in Windows Vista. usbehci, usbuhci, usbohci, and usbwhci implement different USB host controller interfaces and usbport implements common functionality shared by these drivers. These 16 extensions have a total of more than 400,000 lines of code and use 350 different functions from WDM, IFS, NDIS, and KMDF interfaces [31] . The source code for the first 8 extensions is available in the Windows Driver Kit [31] .
All experiments ran on HP xw4600 workstations with an Intel Core2 Duo CPU at 2.66 GHz and 4GB of RAM, running Windows Vista Enterprise SP1. The workstations were connected with a Buffalo LSW100 100 Mbps switching hub for the Intel PRO/100 driver tests and with an HP 10-GbE CX4 cable for the Neterion Xframe driver tests. Experiments with the FAT file system and disk drivers ran on a freshly formatted Seagate Barracuda ST3160828AS 160GB disk. Experiments with the USB drivers used a SanDisk 2GB USB2.0 Flash drive. The extensions were compiled, with and without BGI instrumentation, using the Phoenix [29] compiler with the -O2 (maximize speed) option. The experiments ran without recovery support except where noted. All the performance results are averages of at least three runs.
Effectiveness
We injected faults into the fat and intelpro drivers to measure BGI's effectiveness at detecting faults before they propagate outside a domain.
We used a methodology similar to the one described in [46] . We injected bugs from the five types in Table 2 source code of the drivers. Empirical evidence indicates that these types of bugs are common in operating systems [8, 40] . The random increment to loop upper bounds and to the number of bytes copied was 8 with 50% probability, 8 to 1K with 44% probability and 1K to 2K with 6% probability. We produced buggy drivers by choosing a bug type and injecting five bugs of that type in random locations in the driver source. Then we tested the buggy drivers that compiled successfully without BGI. We tested 304 buggy fat drivers by formatting a disk, copying two files onto it, checking the file contents, running the Postmark benchmark [23] , and finally running chkdsk. We tested 371 buggy intelpro drivers by downloading a large file over http and checking its contents.
There were 173 fat tests and 256 intelpro tests that failed without BGI. There were different types of failure: blue screen inside driver, blue screen outside driver, operating system hang, test program hang, and test program failure. A blue screen is inside the driver if the faulting thread was executing driver code. We say injected faults escape when the test ends with a blue screen outside the driver or an operating system hang. These are faults that we know affected the rest of the system. We say injected faults are internal when the test ends with one of the other types of failure.
We isolated buggy drivers with escaping faults in a separate BGI domain and repeated the tests. Table 3 reports the number of faults that BGI was able to contain before they caused an operating system hang or a blue screen outside the driver. We investigated the faults that caused hangs and found infinite loops and resource leaks. These faults affect the rest of the system not by corrupting memory but by consuming an excessive amount of CPU or other resources. It is surprising that BGI can contain 60% of the hangs in fat and 47% in intelpro because it does not include explicit checks to contain this type of faults. BGI is able to contain some hangs because it can detect some internal driver errors before they cause the hang, for example, it can prevent buffer overflows from overwriting a loop control variable. We could improve containment by modifying extension wrap-
Fault type
Description flip if condition swap the "then" and "else" cases lengthen loop increase loop upper bounds larger memcpy increase number of bytes copied off by one replace ">" with ">=" or similar delete assignment remove an assignment statement pers to impose upper bounds on the time to execute driver functions, and by modifying the kernel wrappers that allocate and deallocate resources to impose an upper bound on resources allocated to the driver [35, 44] . BGI can contain more than 98% of the faults before they cause a blue screen outside the drivers. These faults corrupt state: they violate some assumption about the state in code outside the driver. These are the faults that BGI was designed to contain and they account for 90% of the escaping faults in fat and 80% in intelpro. BGI can contain a number of interesting faults, for example, three buggy drivers complete IRPs incorrectly. This bug is particularly hard to debug without isolation because it can corrupt an IRP that is now being used by the kernel or a different driver. BGI contains these faults and pinpoints the call to IoCompleteRequest that causes the problem.
We investigated the two faults that cause a blue screen outside the intelpro driver. One is due to a bug in another driver in the stack that is triggered by the modified behavior in this variant of intelpro. We were unable to understand the other fault.
Next, we ran experiments to evaluate recovery with the intelpro driver. We did not run recovery experiments with fat because, currently, BGI can recover only PnP drivers. We selected 50 buggy drivers at random from the set of buggy drivers with escaping blue screens that BGI can contain. We loaded them into a BGI domain with recovery support and then activated the injected faults. We recovered the 21 drivers that raised a BGI exception while attempting to download a large file. After recovery, we loaded the version of the driver without injected faults and checked if the recovered driver was able to download a large file. BGI recovered all these drivers successfully except two (which failed to recover due to limitations in the current prototype).
We also ran experiments to evaluate BGI's ability to detect internal faults. We isolated buggy drivers with internal faults in a separate BGI domain and repeated the tests. Table 4 shows the number of internal errors that BGI can detect before they are detected by checks in the test program or checks in the driver code. The results show that BGI can simplify debugging by detecting many internal errors early.
Performance
We also measured the overhead introduced by BGI. For the disk, file system, and USB drivers, we used the PostMark [23] file system benchmark that simulates the workload of an email server. For fat, we configured PostMark to use cached I/O with 10,000 files and 1 million transactions. For the other drivers, we used synchronous I/O with 100 files and 10,000 transactions. We disabled caching for these drivers because, otherwise, most I/O is serviced from the cache masking the BGI overhead. Table 4 : Number of internal faults detected by BGI.
We ran disk and classpnp in the same protection domain because classpnp provides services to disk. This is common in Windows: a port driver implements functionality common to several miniport drivers to simplify their implementation. Similarly, we ran usbport and usbehci in the same domain. We tested the other drivers separately.
We measured throughput in transactions per second (Tx/s) as reported by PostMark, and we measured kernel CPU time with the kernrate kernel profiler [31] . Table 5 shows the percentage difference in kernel CPU time and throughput. BGI increases kernel CPU time by a maximum of 10% in these experiments. The throughput degradation is negligible in the 4 test cases that use synchronous I/O because the benchmark is I/O bound. For fat, the benchmark is CPU bound and throughput decreases by only 12%.
These results are significantly better than those reported for Nooks [42] . Nooks increased kernel time by 185% in a FAT file system benchmark. BGI performs better because it does not change page tables or copy objects in cross domain calls. Additionally, the BGI tables that store ACLs keep track of the information needed to recover domains. Nooks required a separate object tracking mechanism that added a significant overhead.
Next, we measured the overhead introduced by BGI to isolate the network card drivers. For our TCP tests, we used socket buffers of 256KB and 32KB messages with intelpro and socket buffers of 1MB and 64KB messages with xframe. We enabled IP and TCP checksum offloading with xframe. We used 16-byte packets for our UDP tests with both drivers. We measured throughput with the ttcp utility and we measured kernel CPU time with kernrate. These tests are similar to those used to evaluate SafeDrive [46] . Table 6 shows the percentage difference in kernel CPU time and throughput due to BGI.
The results show that isolating the drivers with BGI has little impact on throughput. There is almost no throughput degradation with intelpro because this is a driver for a slow 100Mb/s Ethernet card. There is a maximum degradation of 10% with xframe. BGI reduces UDP throughput with xframe by less than SafeDrive [46] : 10% versus 11% for sends and 0.2% versus 17% for receives. But it reduces TCP throughput by more than SafeDrive: 2.5% versus 1.1% for sends and 3.7% versus 1.3% for receives. We should note that the SafeDrive results were obtained with a Broadcom Tigon3 1Gb/s card while xframe is a driver for a faster 10Gb/s Neterion Xframe E.
The average CPU overhead introduced by BGI across the network benchmarks is 8% and the maximum is 16%. For comparison, Nooks [42] introduced a CPU overhead of 108% on TCP sends and 46% on TCP receives using similar benchmarks with 1Gb/s Ethernet. Nexus [44] introduced a CPU overhead of 137% when streaming a video using an isolated 1Gb/s Ethernet driver. Nexus runs drivers in user space, which increases the cost of cross domain switches. BGI's CPU overhead is similar to the CPU overhead reported for Table 6 : Overhead of BGI on network device drivers.
SafeDrive in the network benchmarks [46] but BGI provides stronger isolation. Finally, we used the kmdf benchmark driver to compare the performance of BGI and XFI [11] . We measured the number of transactions per second for different buffer sizes. In each transaction, a user program stores and retrieves a buffer from the driver. BGI and XFI have similar performance in this benchmark but XFI cannot provide strong isolation guarantees for drivers that use the WDM, NDIS, or IFS interfaces (as we discussed in Section 2). XFI was designed to isolate drivers that use the new KMDF interfaces. KMDF is a library that simplifies development of Windows drivers. KMDF drivers use the simpler interfaces provided by the library and the library uses WDM interfaces to communicate with the kernel. However, many KMDF drivers have code that uses WDM interfaces directly because KMDF does not implement all the functionality in the WDM interfaces. For example, the KMDF driver serial writes to some fields in IRPs directly and calls WDM functions that manipulate IRPs. Therefore, it is unclear whether XFI can provide strong isolation guarantees for real KMDF drivers.
Our experimental results show that the overhead introduced by BGI is low. We believe it could be used in practice to isolate Windows drivers in production systems.
Real bugs
In our last experiment, we tested 6 of the extensions with BGI. We used existing test suites that achieve good code coverage. BGI found 28 new bugs in these widely used Windows extensions. Table 8 shows the different types of bugs found by BGI. BGI found 3 cases where an event object is reinitialized. These bugs can corrupt the list of threads waiting on the event, which can lead to hangs and corruption elsewhere in memory. BGI detected these bugs because the wrapper for the event initialization function checks if the extension has write access to the event and then revokes write access to disallow further writes. BGI also found 4 cases where an event is passed to a kernel function without being initialized. These were detected because the kernel wrappers that receive events check if the extension has the appropriate type right, which is granted by the event initialization function.
There were 5 incorrect uses of functions that manipulate linked lists, for example, reinitializing a list head, removing an entry from a list twice, and freeing an entry that is still in a list. These bugs can also lead to memory corruption and hangs. BGI detects these bugs using checks similar to Table 8 : Real bugs found while testing kernel extensions isolated using BGI.
those used for events. Whereas removing an entry from a list twice can be found using simple assertions in the list functions, the other errors cannot. The write checks inserted by the compiler found 5 writes to invalid device extension objects. In four cases the objects had been deleted and in one the object had not been allocated. BGI also found one case where a deleted device object is passed to a kernel function. The type checks in kernel wrappers find these bugs because the type right is revoked when an object is deleted.
BGI found two bugs where an extension failed to uninitialize a kernel object before freeing the heap block where the object was stored. This can lead to resource leaks and memory corruption if the kernel uses the object after the memory is reallocated. The bugs were found by the check for active objects when heap memory is freed.
BGI also found 2 cases where extensions passed null pointers to the kernel. These bugs were found by the write checks in the kernel wrappers for these functions. It would be easy to find these two bugs with simple assertions.
Finally, the write checks inserted by the compiler and the type checks in kernel wrappers found 6 cases of abstraction violation. These are bugs where the extension writes directly to object fields that should be modified only by kernel functions. For example, writing to flags that encode the state of an object or inserting a list entry by hand. These bugs do not result in incorrect behavior while the kernel does not change but may cause subtle problems when a new version of the kernel is released. They were immediately fixed after we reported them to the developers.
These results show that BGI is also a good bug-finding tool. It can find incorrect uses of the kernel interface in drivers that have been extensively tested and analyzed using dynamic tools like driver verifier [31] and static tools like static driver verifier and prefast [31] . Since BGI has low overhead, it can be used not only for pre-release testing but also to collect better information about bugs in customer machines than is currently available to error reporting tools like Microsoft's Windows Error Reporting [15] .
RELATED WORK
Many systems proposed techniques to isolate faults in kernel extensions. Some systems isolate extensions by running them in user space (e.g., [12, 18, 19, 26] ) but this introduces high overhead. Microdrivers [13] improve performance by splitting a driver into a kernel and a user component with help from programmer annotations, but they do not isolate the kernel component. Nexus [44] can enforce safety properties beyond what previous user-level driver systems provide but it requires additional device-specific safety specifications. Extensions can also be isolated on virtual machines (e.g., [4, 34] ) by running a dedicated operating system with the extension in a separate virtual machine (e.g., [27, 39] ), but this also has high overhead.
Other systems isolate extensions while running them in the kernel address space. Nooks [41, 42] was the first system to provide isolation of existing extensions for a commodity operating system, but it has high overhead because it uses hardware page protection. Mondrix [45] uses fine-grained hardware memory protection to isolate kernel extensions with low overhead, but it requires special hardware, does not check for incorrect uses of the extension interface, and it only supports 4 byte granularity (which we found insufficient without major changes to the operating system).
Software fault isolation techniques like SFI [43] , Pittsfield [28] and XFI [11] can isolate kernel extensions with low overhead but they do not deal with the complex extension interfaces of commodity operating systems as we discussed in Section 2. Other software fault isolation techniques have similar problems as discussed in [36] . Vino [35] describes a new operating system designed to deal with misbehaving kernel extensions.
We also discussed SafeDrive [46] in Section 2. It is an efficient software fault-isolation technique but it provides weaker isolation than BGI, e.g., it does not provide protection from temporal errors. It also requires programmers to annotate the extensions. The Ivy project aims to combine SafeDrive with Shoal [3] and HeapSafe [14] , which should provide improved isolation when completed. However, this combination would still be missing BGI's dynamic typestate checking and it would likely perform worse than BGI because both Shoal and HeapSafe can introduce a large overhead.
SVA [10] can enforce some safety properties for commodity systems, but it does not isolate extensions and it incurs higher overhead than BGI. Writing extensions in type safe languages [5, 6, 20, 22, 33] can provide strong isolation guarantees but it requires rewriting the extensions and using a different runtime system. Proving that extensions are correct makes runtime checks to enforce isolation unnecessary (e.g., [32] ) but is hard to achieve for complex extensions.
CONCLUSION
Faults in extensions continue to be the primary cause of unreliability in commodity operating systems. Previous fault isolation techniques are not widely used because they cannot isolate existing kernel extensions with low overhead on standard hardware. We presented BGI, a new software fault isolation technique that addresses this problem using efficient byte-granularity memory protection. We applied BGI to 16 extensions that use the complex extension interface of the Windows operating system. Our results show that BGI incurs only a 6.4% CPU overhead on average. Therefore, we believe BGI can be used to isolate existing kernel extensions in production systems. The results also show that BGI can be used effectively as a bug-finding tool: we found 28 new bugs in widely used Windows extensions.
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